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AERONAUTICAL SYMBOLS 
1. FUNDAMENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS 
Metric English 
Symbol 
Unit Symbol Unit Symbol 
mcteL _ _ _ _ ____ _ Length ______ _ 








foot (or miIC) _ _ ___ ____ 1 ft. (or mi. ) 
second (or hour)____ ___ sec. (or hr.) 
weight of onc pound_ __ lb. Forcc ____ __ . _ wcight of one kilogram __ 
------ -- -------
-----1----------,-----I h~rsepo\Ycr ___________ , PoweL _ _ _ _ _ _ _ P kg/m/s _ _ _ _ ____________________ _ _ 
Specd __________________ {km/h--- -- ·-------------I k. p. h. 
bp 
m l. /hr. __ _ ______ ___ 1 
m/s ______ ________ ~--- m. p. s. ft./scc. ___________ _ _ m. p. h. f. p . s. 
2. GENERAL SYMBOLS, ETC. 
W, Weight=mg 
g, Standard acceleration of gravity = 9.80665 
m/s2 =32.1740 ft .1 ec.2 
TifT 
m, Mass= g 
p, Density (mass per unit volume) . 
Standard density of dry air, 0.12497 (kg-m-4 




inertia (indicate axis of the 





Wing area, etc. 
Gap. 
Span. 
S2) at 15° C. and 750 mm=0.002378 c, 
(1b.-ft.-4 sec. 2). b2 
Specific weight of "standard " air, l.2255 lJ' 
Chord. 
Aspect ratio. 
Coefftcient of viscosity. kg/m3 = 0.07651 Ib./ft.3• 
3. AERODYNAMICAL SYMBOLS 
V, True air speed. 
q, Dynamic (or impact) pressure = ~ pV2. 
L , Lift, absolute coefficient OL=fs 
D, Drag, absolute coefficient OD= ~ 
Do, Profile drag, absolute coefficient ODo = ~~ 
D i , Induced drag, absolute coefficient ODi= ~-& 
D p, Parasite drag, absolute coefficient OD]J = ~S 
0, Cross-wind force, absolute coefficient 
o 
OC=qS 
R, Resultant force. 
~w, Angle of setting of 
thrust line) . 
'/, t, Angle of stabilizer 
thrust line). 
mngs (relative to 
setting (relative to 
Q, Hesultant moment. 
n, Resultant angular yelocity. 
n 
p-- ,Revnolds Number, where J.L • IS a linear 
dimension. 
c. g., for a model airfoil 3 in. chord, 100 
mi· /hr. normal pressure, at 15° C., the 
corresponding number is 234,000; 
or for a model of 10 em cbord 40 mis, 
the corresponding number is 274,000. 
Cp , Center of pressure coefficient (ratio of 








Angle of attack. 
Angle of downwash. 
Angle of attack, infinite aspect ratio. 
Angle of attack, induced. 
A.ngle of attack, absolute. 
(Measured from zero Jift position.) 
Flight path angle. 
) 
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ROLLING MOMENTS DUE TO ROLLING AND YAW FOR FOUR WING MODELS 
IN ROTATION 
By M ONl'GOMERY KNIGHT and CART. J. WENZINGFlR 
SUMMARY 
This report presents the results oj a series oj autorota-
tion and torque tests on four different rotating wing sys-
tems at various rates oj roll and at several angles oj yaw. 
The investigation covered an angle-oj-attack range up 
to 90° and angles oj yaw oj 0°, 5°, J0 0 , and 20° . The 
tests were made in the 5100t, closed-throat atmospheric 
wind tunnel of the National Advisory Oommittee for 
Aeronautics. The object oj the tests was primarily to 
determine the effects oj various angles oj yaw on the rolling 
moments oj the rotating wings up to large angles oj 
attack. 
It was jound that at angles oj attack above that oj 
maximum lift the rolling moments on the wings due to 
yaw (or side lip) from 5° to 20° weTe roughly of the same 
magnitude as those due to rolling. TheTe was a wide 
vaTiation in magnitude oj the rolling moment due to yaw 
angle with both angle oj attack and with pb. The rates 2V 
and ranges oj stable autorotation j 01' the monoplane models 
were consiclerablyincreased by yaw, whereas jor an unstag-
gered biplane they were little affected. The immediate 
cause oj the Tolling moment due to yaw is apparently 
the bU1'iding up oj large loads on the forward wing tip and 
th e reduction oj loads on the Tearward wing tip . 
I TRODUCTIO 
The rotational motion which is characteristic of the 
spin of an airplane i due chiefly to certain rolling mo-
ments produced by the wing. The e moments a1'i e 
n I,he result of three principal causes ; 
1. The rotational motion it elf. 
2. The angle of yaw or side lip . 
3. The ailerons. 
Th':) rolling moment due to the angular velocity in 
roll has until recently been thought of as the primary 
cause of the pin. It has been the subject of a number 
of wind-tunnel and mathematical inve tigations such 
a the one given in Reference 1. The mathematical 
analyses have been ba ed upon the" trip method " of 
determining the rolling moments due to rolling for 
various wing ystems. 
Certain investigations have indicated that an ad-
ditionAI large rolling moment is produ e 1 at angl 
of attack beyond that of maximum lift when a winO' 
• • b 
IS gIven an angular di placement in yaw. That this 
~noment exists when the wing is stationary is shown 
m References 2,3,4, and 5, and some of the anomalous 
effects produced by it in the ca e of certain airplanes 
in stalled flight are indicated in References 6 and 7. 
Chief of the effect due to yaw and to yawing (Refer-
ences 6 and 7) i the apparent reversal of aileron 
control, since at large angles of attack the instru-
mental records show that the ultimate roll is in fl, 
direction opposite to that which the ailerons would 
normally produce. The rolling moment due to yaw 
~l 0 persists when the wing is rotating, as i shown 
m References 8 and 9, which describe wind-tunnel 
investigation wherein. the models were free to rotate 
about a central a;;.,'is parallel to the wind direction. 
This fact is indicated by the increased rates and 
angular ranges of stable autorotation which obtained 
when the models were given an angle of yaw. 
The present report does not include a study of 
the variation in aileron characteristics with yaw and 
rate of roll, since it was necessary to limit the variables 
in order to complete the tests within a reasonable 
length of time. This phase of the su bject is partially 
covered in References 10 and 11. 
So far a the writers have been able to ascertain , 
110 tests had previously been made in which rollil1O' 
'" moments were measured on a rotating wing at various 
angles of yaw. The object of this wind-tunnel in-
vestigation, which was conducted at the Langley 
Memorial Aeronautical Lab~ratorYJ was to supply 
such information. A partial explanation is given of 
the relatively large rolling moments due to yaw oc-
curring at large angles of attack. 
The tests were made in the 5-foot atmospheric 
wind tlmnel (Reference 12) on models of four rep-
r~s entative wing sys tems; namely, an unstaggel'ed 
blp~ane and three different monoplane wings. The 
rollmg moments were measured on a mall electric 
dynamometer designed especially for the purpose. A 
large range of angles of attack \\-as cO'Tered. 
MODELS A D APPARATUS 
The model used con isted of 'one biplane and three 
lifferent monoplane wings. The biplane had zero 
3 
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tagger and a gal /chord mLio of ] .0. Both upper 
and lower wing, had a 5-inch chor 1 and ,,- re of 
aspect ratio 6. The tips were circular and the 
Clark Y profile WA. used. FiO'ure 1 how, the general 
f1lTangement of thi model. One winO' of the biplfme 
\\'It. also te tcd a a monoplane wing, and is sho\\":11. A.S 
SHC h in Figmc 2. 
The ccond monoplane-wing model hA.d thc . _\.. 
. _\.. 4 profile , but wa rectangular in plan form 
except for the tips. The e were faired, a hO\\,11 in 
the diagram of the wing, Figure 3. The model also 
had a 5-inch chord and an aspect ratio of G. 
The third monoplane-wing model ,va designat0d 
a, the N. A. C . A. 6- 1l and Wft tapered in plan 
I 














_\.n arm aLLached Lo the ('radle at righL angle to the 
knife edO'es transmiLs Lhe torque to a balance out ide of 
the tunnel (rig. 6), upon which the rolling moment for 
rotations in either direction are mea w'ed. The dyna-
mometer A. sembly i hOll ed in an aluminum fairing, 
as shown in Figure 7, which is a yiew of the in tA.l-
lation in the 5-foot cIo ed- hroat atm.o pheric wind 
tunneL 
The wing \\-a mounted on the dynamometer-. haft 
extension arm, a hown. _\. simple clamp arrangement 
on the model, and the angle-of-attack changing mech-
ani m out ide the tunnel (fig. ) permitted the angle 
of attack to be yaried a de i.red. The rate and direc-







Flnull>: 1.-lJiplsne wing model-Clark Y 
find t,hickne , having a )'atio of tip chord to ro t 
chord of 0.5. The N. A. C. A. 84 profile was Il d A.t 
the root ection and the N . A. . A.- 12 profile at 
the tips, which wore drcular in plan. The model 
had an llspect ratio f G, ftnd i hown in Figure 4 . 
• \.ll of the model were made of laminftted mahogany. 
In the construction of the moclels the profilr ordi.nate 
were held aCClll'ftte to within ± 0.003 inch of tho e 
listed in Table J, II, llnd lIT. 
The autorotation dynamometer con i t essentially 
of a haft parallel to the airstream and roLating on 
ball bearing. lt i 1ri\'en through reduction gearing 
by a small, direct-current motor motmted in a cradle 
on knife-edge . ('('e fig. S.) 
mo tOl' with areyer ing witch, used in conjunction with a 
troboscopic tachometer and stop watch. The angle of 
yaw was adj II ted by clamping the model at the de 11' d 
po ition on its, upportinO' arm, u ing n,n inclinometer 
placed on the leading edge to indicate the angle. 
TESTS 
Before lllakinO' the actual autorotation te t on the 
yariou model a few preliminary to t were mn,de for 
calibration pUl'pO e. ' Yith the dynamolll tel' in pln,ce, 
but without any model mounted on the ext n ion arm, 
,-ertical Yelocity , w'veys were made at approximately 
the location of the model. \. Pitot- tatic tube, in tallecl 
permanently in th tlmnel lLfficiently far upstream 
from the model to be unaffected by it, wa then cali-
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bmt d ngain t the integrated mean of the final SUl'Yey 
and u ed a a dynamic pre me reference. 
Tare rolling-moment te ts were then made to deter-
mine the maO'nitude of the effect due to the ball-bear-
I 
foot, COHe ponding to an average ail' specd of 39 . 
m . p. h. For compari on with pres Ufe-di tribuLion 
to ts the dynamic pres Ul'e wa maintained at 5.01 
pounds p r quare foot for the te t on the J. A. C. A. 
~i~' _-_ -_ /4_.450"--=---=-- ----01;] 
FlG UR~ 2.-~ronoplane wing model- Clark Y 
iug fr ict.ion and windage of the model upport ann. 
,ViLh the tunnel operating, the arm wa dri" en by the 
dynamometcr motor at peed ranging from 0 to 500 
r. p. m., and the rolling moment were measured at 
cveral point for rotations in hoth positive and nega-
tive direction, . Cun'es were then plotted, and from 
) c:::. 




4 " 'ing model, ince a light cale eITect wa found to 
exi t at th two different pre SUl'e . 
, i\'lten making the stable autorotation te ts, the 
model wa allowed to rota te freely by merely di en-
gaging the reduction o-earing in the dynamometer. The 
raJes of rotation in both direction at variou angle. of 
FIGURE 3 .-~[ouoplalle wing model-:-<. A. C. A. 4 
Lhe e the total rolling moments due to the model were 
('oITected. 
The test on each wing model were made in two par ts: 
1. table autorotation tests. 
2. Rolling moment te t . 
In general the angle-of-attack range wa from 00 to 
90 0 , and angle of yaw were , et at 00 ,5 0 , 100, and 20 0 • 
Rotation of the models were yariecl between 0 and 
.')001'. p. m. and were taken in both positi lre and nega-
tive directions. Th tests were made on three of the 
models at a dynamic pre. Sll re of 4.0.5 pounds pel' square 
attack were m a lu'ed by countinO' the revolution for 
it period of time. In addi tion the angle of attack 
between which the model would start rotating of itself, 
and also tho e at which it did not quite rotate when 
giyen a tart by hand, wer ob erved. 
The rolling-moment te t were made with the dyna-
mometer gearing in me h, so that the peed of rotation 
wa controlled by the motor. tatic moment were 
first measured with the tunnel operating, and then 
not operating, for the model both in the normal 
position of flight and then inverted. Moments due to 
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the rotation were obLained for both directions at 
various rates and angles of attack. Rotation of the 
model wa .measured by counting the revolution for 
a period of time for low rates of rotation and by use 
of the troboscopic tachometer for the hio-her rates. 
As the re uH of check test" the probablr accuracy 
obtained in Lhe iuYestigation was e Limated as follow 
(a) Angle-oI-attack settino-- ± 0.20. 
(b) Angle-of-yaw setting- ± 0.20. 
(c) Rolling-moment balance- ± 0.5 gram. 
(d) R. p. m. measurements- ± 1.0 per cent. 
(e) Dynamic pr sur ± 0.75 per cent. 
(j) DaLa a tabuluLed-± 3.0 pCI' cenL. 
of the \\-ing in the plane of rotation to the wind velocity. 
This coefficient, whi h is nondimensional, may be de-
fined as follows: 
pb zv= tan <PI 
where 
p = angular Yclocity (radian pel' :econd). 
b = pan of wing. 
V = wind velocity. 
<Pt = difference between angle of attack at the 
wing Lip and Lhat at mid span. 
The rolling-moment coefficient, Cx, was u cd as 
applying to a wing when in rotation, mth r Lhan the 










Sect/on A-A: NA .C.A . 84 profile 
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8-8 fa tIP 
of winq. 
. 47T.[ • ________________ -.Lt _ 8-=---______ _ _ 
A 
} ' IG URE 4.- MonopJnoe wing model- No A. C. A. 8G-M 
The rate of table autorotation were not COlTe ted 
for the fricLion of the ball bearing, but thi elTor i 
probably not greater than - 2 per cent. 
RESULT 
The re ult a]'e pre nted a ab olute coeffi ient in 
both tabular and graphical form. Tables IV to VII, 
inclu iye, Ii t the ]'c ults of the stable-aulorotation 
t(' t for the four \\-ing modds aL yariou angk of 
a t lac k and ya\\', and Table Vln Lo L"{l o-ive the 
],(,Slllt of Lhe rolling-moment te t. Figure 9 Lo 35 
gi \'e the re ult in the form of curve . 
~~,. a<.'tllally repre en ts the ratio of the lin(,IH Lip peed 
u ual rolling-moment coefficient which i ordinarily 
u cd for a nonrotating "~ng. It should be noted, 
however, that x i identical ,dth CL at zero rate of 




Cx = absolu Le coeffIcient of rolling moment, 
A = m a ured rolling moment about dynamomeL r 
aXl , 
= area of the wing, 
b = span of the wing, 
q = dynamic pressure, 






k, knife edge 
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DlSCUSSIO 
.\ general anal.Ysis of the rolling momcnts duc to 
lolling and. yaw "in first be made, U ing as a basi the 
~. A. C. A. , 4 monoplanc wing, for which not only 
autorotation btl t al 0 pressure-uistribution data are 
available. . \ compari on \\-ill then be made of the 
atl toro taLion tes t 1'(' liltS on all foul' win g mod Is. 
thc anglc-or-attack axi was 
wincl direction in thesc test . 
,tanda!'!l equivalent .) 
alwftys normal to the 
(Sec Tablc xxvn for 
The charactcristic CUl'\'C of rollinO'-moment co -
pb 
cfficicll t, Ox, duc to rolling (yftW = 0°) \-m llS 217 for 
Lhr :\ . . \ . ( ' . . \. L4 wing, ft ohta iu('rl on thc dyna-
F IGt:IIE G.-Torque balance installation 
lit lltc Lc ·t - thc axis of yaw WH . ill a planc parallcl 
Lo the ,,-ind direcLion and normal to thc planc of Lhc 
wing chords. Thi is not the conycntiona1 axis of 
yaw. Rowcn-r, the de ign of the dynamometer ap-
paratus as used in thcse test pcrmi ttccl yawing thc 
\\-ing only about this axi. It i. a1 0 to hr n tccl that 
1ll0mrtC1', arc sho\\'1l ill Figure n. The da hed POI'-
tion of the CUl'\'C 1'cprcsent cstimated fairings \\'hc1'e 
it was impos_ible to obtain test, data; owing to in ta-
hili y of thr wing and dynamometcr combination. 
co 11 . pb 1 
,--\ III a moments OCl'lIl'l'Ino- at, :2 r · 0 arc (ti e to a -YIll-
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metry of the models or of the air flow in the turuiel. 
Rolling moments for rotations in both directions are 
plotted. Clockwise is positive and counter clockwi e 
is negative direction of rotation. 
The significance of these curves will be descrihed 
briefly. Moment.s plotted in the first and third 
quadrants are those which aid, and in the second and 
fourth those which oppose, rotation. The change in 
the shape of the curves between ex ~ 12° and ex = 18° 
and the wing would come to rest. If, on the other 
hand, the disturbance increased the angular velocity, 
a moment aiding the rotat·ion would be built up, 
reaching a ma},,'imum at about :t=0.26, and then 
pb decrea~ing to zero at 2 V = O.35. Here the rolling 
moment is once more zero, and since the slope of the 
curve is now negative, or opposite to the slope at the 
FlGURE 7.-Wing aud dynamometer set-up in wind t111111el 
is noteworthy and charactcri, tic of angles in the 
vicinity of maximum lift. 
Let us now consider the curve for ex = Hio. If the 
wing is started rotating in the po itive direction, a 
moment opposing the rotation is set up. This moment 
reaches a maximum at :t=O.12, thereupon decrea ing 
until it becomes zero at it 0.19. At this point the 
v.,jng would rotate of it.s own accord if it were not for 
the unstable condition represented by the positive 
slope of the curve as it crosses the axis. In other 
words, if the wing were left to itself at this point, a 
small di turbance tending to reduce the angular ve-
locit.y would result in setting up a. retarding moment, 
35387- 31--2 
first intersection with the aXIS, a stable condition 
result, so that the wing will now rotate continuously, 
regardless of small momentary disturbances. The 
first condition may be termed "un table autorotation" 
and the second "stable autorotation." 
It is evident that if the model were mounted so as to 
)'otate freely when distmbed from rest, it rotation 
would build up until the stable-autorotation point for 
the particular angle of attack was reached. (This 
point will be attained, howeyer, only if the distUl bance 
is of sufficient magnitude to carry the rotation beyond 
any unstable-autorotation points first encountered.) 
The results of such a stable-autorotation test on the 
N. A. C. A. 84 wing are given in Figure 10, in which 
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~t i plotted yersus angle of attack, ex. To obtain the 
data for thi CtllTe, the dynamometer gearing wa 
thrown out of mesh so that the model could turn freely 
with the shaft, which i mOlllted on hall bem'ino-s, as 
explained pre"iously. The reversal of the direction 
of the ClUTe ncar ex = 15° can be explained by reference 
again to the curve for ex = 1 GO in Figure 9. I I ('fe it will 
be seen that the model mu t be forced to rotate up to 
the point of tllstahle autorotation, beyond which it 
will rotate of its own accord. Thi point, together 
Figme 11, which has the sante ordinates as the figu),e 
for zero yaw (Fig. 9). The convention adopted in 
thi fio-ure i that for po itive value of :t the rollino-
moment due to the yaw and the roll are in the same 
ense, and for negatiye values they oppose each other. 
For tho te ts in yaw the wing wa given only positive 
yaw, i. e., the right wing tip was back, but rotations 
were tak n in both positi\'e and negative direction . 
The general eHect of yaw is to rai e the curve a a 
group. It "ill al 0 be seen that larg mom nt now 
FIC;lIlE .-~[ecl1anisJl inserted for changing angle of attack 
with the tahle-autorotation points, a obtained from 
the moment curye of Figure 9, is plotted in Figm'e 10. 
The light diHerence between these points and the 
ctll've arc due to tIl{' mall tare moment produced by 
friction in the ball hearing and the windage of the arm 
supportino- the model. Thc point on the axis at 
ex = 21 ° wa obtained by dccrea ing the angle until the 
\\wg would no longer rotate when distmbcd slightly 
from rest. 
Let u now con ider the rolling moment due to yaw. 
The total rolling moments due to both rolling and yaw 
for the J. A. C. A. 4 wino- (yaw = 10°) are plotted in 
exist at iT~ = O. The changes in rolling moment due 
to yaw with changes in :t arc of intere 1" and the e 
are hown in Figure 12 for nve selected angle of attack. 
The e ClllTe were obtained merely by taking the difrcr-
ences between th eOJTespondino- CLU'ye of rolling 
moment due to l'oIling (fig. 9) and rollino- moment due 
to rolling and yaw (fig. 11). They indicate that the 
maximum moment clue to yaw 0 cm at the angle of 
attack of stable autorotation and ill: the yicinity of 
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bcLwren a = 16° and a = 30° than above the latter 
angle. It i of importance to note that positive 
moment for po itive values of :; aid rotation, while 
positive moments for negative values of i; oppo e it. 
The curvr of stable autorotation [or 10° yaw for 
rotation in both directions are included in Figure 10. 
The markrd difI'crcncc in vnlue~ of ~t and in ranges 
agree with similar te t of this type de crib('o. in Refrr-
ences 7 and ,mentioned previously. For po i tive 
1)& [ "'d values of 2V' rate and range 0 autorotatlOn IS consl c1'-
ably increa ed, while for negative value it is reduceo.. 
_\ knowledge of the manner in whirh the span load 
distribution change to produce a rolling moment when 
a wing is yawro. may be expectrd to be of value in de-
termining the rrason for the ex-istrnc(' of this peculiar 
moment at large anglc of attack. A limited amount 
of such information is available for the ~. A. C . :\ . 4 
monoplane wing as thr rf'. ult o[ recent pre sure-distri-
hution test. In c('ctain of Lhe e test~ the half-span 
wing modclusrd wa. gi\'rn an angle of sweep back and 
also sweep forwm ·cl . The pr(' su rr-di trihu tion re'sult~ 
WNe ant11yzed on the' ha,>is of yaw by cOllsid ring that 
~Taw is equiYftlent to sweep forward on one half of th.e 
span and sweep back on the other half. The [ull-. pan 
rolling moments dur to 10° and 20° yaw obtained 
in thi mannC'r from the half-span \ving re ult'> 
are plotted in Figure 13, togethC'r with the moment 
obtainrd on the full-span wing mOlln trd on the dyn a-
momC'ter. 'Yhile the agreC'ment i. only fair, the trend 
is the ame in C'ach case and fllrni hes a justifi cation 
for u ing the sweep-back and weep-forward rr lllts for 
the purpose o[ this analysis. 
The span-load di tribution, as t.hus detC'rmined, i 
plotted in Figure 11 [or a few selected anglrs. The 
rause of tlw rolling moment is at one apparent, for i t 
is evidC'nt that as the angle of attack increa es the 
loads increa e on the forward wing, particularly at the 
tip, while the revrl'se i, true for the rearward wing. 
This has also been fOlmd to be the case a a result of 
pre sure-disLrihution te Ls mnde on a full-span wing 
modrl at variou angles of yaw. (Reference 5.) 
Let us now turn to a consideration of the resulL of 
tests on the other three wing y tem : namely, the 
Clark Y lin taO'gereu biplane, the Clark Y monoplfme, 
and the N .. \. C. A. 6-~f monoplane. The chara ter-
i;;;tic CUlTrs of rolling-mol1 lent coeffi cirn t, Ox, yer u 
f~, arC' giYrJl for yaw ~ Oo, 5°, 10°, and 20° in Figmes 
15 t,o 26. 
pb The valuc of O~ at 2V=O arc plo tted versus a for 
each wing at 5°, 10°, and 20° yaw in Figures 27, 2 , 
and 29. The clll"ves oJ this type for all four "'ring 
models at 20° yaw arc assembled for compari on in 
Figure 30. It . hould be rememhered, howeye1', t.hat 
the errect o[ thr din'erent-shaped tips i al 0 illcludC'd 
in this compari on, although the C'fl'pcts may be small. 
The ma~ima for aU four curve occur hetween a = 20 0 
and 26°. The negative momenLs for the Clark Y 
models are probably due to the ne'gative dihedral efI'ect 
of the tip. (See figs. 1 and 2.) The Clnrk Y and 
J . A. . A. 1- monoplane wings how similar re ult 
up to the vicinity of their maxima, beyond which the 
moments for the T. A. C. A. 84 wing are greater. The 
Clark Y biphme wing moments are much less than 
those for the Clll,rk Y monoplane " ring between a = 6° 
and a ~' 25°, and greater heyond thi angle up to 
a = :15°, abov which they are almost idenLical [or the 
limits of thr tests. In fact, it appears that the value'S 
[01' all the '''-ing may be cxpected to be prl1ctically the 
same above a = 36°. The ' -alue of the maximum 
moment. decreases.in the following order: N. 1\. C. A. 
4 monoplane, Clark Y monoplanC', Clark Y biplane, 
nnd )l. A . C. A. 6-11 monoplane. The peculiar 
additional bend in the . A. C . • '\. 6- ),1 CUlTe at anont 
a = 14° hould be noted. 
The stable-autorotation rhal'ncteristics of each 
wing at 0°, 5°, 10°, and 20° yaw are O'iven in Figurrs 
31 to 34 . All of the monoplane-wing results are 
affected in the same general manner when the angle 
of yaw is increa ed, there being a general increase in 
both the rate and range of autorotation. The vari-
ation of the maximum values of iT~ with angle of yaw 
are plotted for the three monoplane winO's in FiO'urc 35. 
A yaw of 20° practically doubles the maximum yallle 
of ~~ at zero yaw for the . A. C. A. 4 and Clark Y 
monoplanes, wherea for the J. A. C. A. 86-M wing 
the increa e is only about one-third. The biplane 
table-autorotation rates are not greatly changed by 
yaw, a may be een in Figme 3l. 
In order that a wing have dynamic lateral stability, 
it i es ential , among other things, that a righting 
(rolling) moment due to ide slip (yaw) be accom-
panied by a damping moment due to roll. Below the 
stall the dampinO" moments ar e usually ample for 
stability in compari on with the righting moments . 
In general above the stall , however , the damping 
moment change sign and becom.e an accelerating 
moment, and the righting moment due to side slip 
assume large proportion. A po sibility of improv-
ing thi situation would be to eek for ome means of 
reducing the rolling moment due to rolling and yaw. 
A study of the Cill'ves in Figlll"es 9, 15, 19, and 23 
indicate that the max-imum rolling moments due to 
rolling can be reduced a considerable extent by using 
an unstaggered biplane wing or by tl1pering a mono-
plane wing in plan and thickness. 
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Several additional subject for futme investigation 
suggest themscl es as a re ult of this work. One of 
importance is the further tudy of biplane wings to 
determine the effect of stagger and gap on the rolling 
moments due to rolling and to yaw. In the ame 
connection an investigation of more highly tapered 
wing than are now in use would also appear to fur-
ni h some useful information regardincr the monoplane 
characteristic. 
CONCLUSIO S 
1. At angle of attack above that of max':imum lift 
the rolling mom.ent on wings due to yaw (or side 
lip ) from 5° to 20° are of the same order of magnitude 
a tho e due to rolling. 
2. There is a wide variation in the magnitude of 
the rolling mom nt due to yaw angle with both angle 
of attack and rate of roll. 
3. The rate and range of stable autorotation for 
the monoplane wings are con iderably increased by 
yaw, whereas for an unstaggered biplane they are 
little affected. 
4. The immediate cau e of the rolling moment due 
to yaw angle is, apparently, tho building up of large 
tip loads on the forward v.>ing and the reduction of 
tip loads on tho roanvn,rcl wing. 
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TABLE I.- ORDI JATE , CLARK Y WING 
[Monoplane and biplanel 
t.tion tBtion (% c Upper Lower (% c 
from (% c) (% c) from 
JJ.E.) L. K) 
0 3.50 3.50 40.00 0 
1. 25 5.45 1. 93 50.00 0 
2.50 6.50 1. 47 r,o.oo 0 
5.00 7.90 .93 65. 00 0 
7.50 5 .63 70.00 0 
10.00 9.60 .42 80.00 0 
15.00 10.69 .15 90. 00 0 
20.00 J 1. 36 .03 95.00 0 
30.00 J 1. 70 0 100.00 0 





























Lower (% c 
(% c) from 
1,. E .) 
- -
2.50 30.00 
I. 55 35.00 
.95 40.00 























TABLE IlL- ORDINATES, N. A. C. A. 86-M WING 
Root section 
Station 
(%c Upper Lower 
from (%c) (%c) 
L. E.) 
----
0 2.50 2.50 
1.25 4.85 .95 
2.50 6. 05 .41 
5.00 7.78 .10 
7.50 9.03 .02 
10.00 10.00 0 
15.00 11. 50 0 
20.00 12.71 0 
25.00 13. 51 0 
rrip section Root section Tip s 
Station Low"!",,J Upper Lower (%c Upper (%c) (% c) from (%c) (%c) (%c) 
L.E.) 
----- -- ----
0 0 30.00 14. 00 0 4.03 
1.30 -1.30 40.00 14.11 0 4.00 
1. 74 -1. 74 50.00 13.50 0 3.74 
2.33 -2.33 60.00 12. 31 0 3.30 
2.74 -2.74 70.00 10.32 0 2.71 
3.05 -3.05 80.00 7.71 0 1.99 
3.49 -3.49 90. 00 4.39 0 1.15 
3.7 -3.78 95. 00 2.41 0 .69 
---
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TABLE IV.-STABLE-A TOROTATION TESTS, 
BIPLANE WING, CLARK Y 
Yaw=Oo 
Posi- I Nega-







.23:1 .2:15 , 
.291 , .278 , 
. a7l , . :l60 
, . 452 , .448 
. 4S:1 .508 
. 664 .718 
.812 46 
1.025 l. 008 
1. 08 l. 0:14 
















, 1. 192 
, 1,296 
1.2;;1 I 
1. 2 a 
, 1. 272 1 1. 2'J2 
{n2~ }1.350 
I' 








16 0.202 0 
19 ' .2'JI .2GI 
20 '.310 .278 
21 ' .3:16 , . 306 
24 , .39U '. :Ui'l 
28 ' .472 . 402 
32 , . ,581 .5G2 
36 ' . 57:! 0 
10 { '.222 1. 040 } . 762 
45 ' 1. 0:34 . U!)5 
50 ' 1. 117 1. Or,5 





Posi- Nega- Posi- Nega-/ 
tive tiv6 tive Live 








1:1 '0.008 0 11 , O. 034 0 
18 , .271 0 I6 , .154 0 
22 : :~n .280 is , .250 0 ~g I . '147 20 , .380 0 
'.558 0 22 '.an 0 
:1I , .724 0 2·1 , .416 0 
;j , 
.880 0 26 ' . 48:1 0 
40 ' . 910 0 I ~~ , .584 0 42 , .974 0 , . GI9 0 41 ' 1. 009 0 32 , .694 0 
46 ' 1. 060 0 
1
34 , . i;;4 0 
48 ' 1. 105 0 36 , 30 0 
50 ' 1. 168 0 :18 , 90 0 
I 40 
, 
. 929 0 
42 '.9 0 0 
I 
44 ' 1. 043 0 
:~ , 1. 094 0 , 1. 163 0 
-
TABLE V.-STABLE-AUTOROTATIO I TE T " MON O-





)'aw=Oo __ I 
Pos i· :\' l'~a. 1 
' C' 1'0- I i,'p ro-tin' 1'0· tj,'(, 1'0- Li\ 




















.291 'JI: 1 ~~ 
o 







I t:clf- t~lrling. 
































Yo\\"= 10° )"8w=2O° 
-
N (' ~-Posi- Kegs· Pos i- ath'(, liv(' ro- I jv(, 1'0- ti\' i'rO-
rota· tation taLion ,,0 tation tion pb pb pb pb 
2 1' 2V 2V ~V 
--
---
~: ~~~ 0 13 '0.105 0 0 20 '.362 0 
319 .255 28 '.500 0 
3(;7 0 35 '.615 0 
420 0 40 '.643 0 
215 0 ~ I '.323 0 205 0 '.339 0 218 0 70 ' . 369 0 259 0 I ~ '.360 () :Il1:1 0 '.321 0 
'. :Ill3 0 0 0 
' . ISS 0 
I I 
TABLE VI.- T ABLE-A UTO ROT ATIO TESTS, MONO-







I Po~i- N <'gao Pos i· :\'rga· Posi- Nega' l Pas i- ati\'(1 I i,'(, rO- Li\'{' 1'0- th'r 1'0- liv(' 1'0- tj,'(' rO- ti"('ro- Live r~- rofn-
,,0 tation lotion ,,0 {at ion taUon 0.0 tation tation a O Lation l ion 
ph 
"b po p/) l)b pb pb pi) 
2\1 21' 2l' 2P 2 \ . 2)/ 2)7 2\' 
16 1 O. 324 O. 322 12 1 ' 0.072 
--
16 {' O. ~~ )0.313 14 '0.073 0 
18 .360 .353 I 18 365 .342 0 
.311 1 
14 '. Jl8 0 
20 .:lSO I .365 20 387 . :156 0 
22 '.394 '.387 22 414 .376 .335 0 
~~ '.417 1.405 24 437 .3 5 .347 0 
2 '.419 '.419 26 452 . :176 . 3.5 1 0 
30 '.405 '. 105 28 no .340 0 0 
32 '. 116 1.105 30 491 0 0 0 
4(1 0 0 32 4SO 0 0 0 
50 0 0 34 315 0 0 0 
60 0 0 36 237 0 0 0 
70 0 0 38 225 0 0 0 
~O 0 0 10 '.209 0 0 0 
50 '.121 0 0 0 
0 
GO '.1:12 ', 2(>3 0 0 
I, LH5 I 0 0 7(} 50 '.254 0 
0 
so 60 1.265 0 0 
0 
70 ' . 30G () 0 
0 
(.i '. :H ;j 0 0 
80
1 





TABLE VII.- T ABLE-AUTO ROTATIO N TESTS, 
MO NOPLA EWING, N. A. C. A. 86-M 
--
Yaw=QO Ysw=5° Yaw=!O° Yaw=20° 
Posi· Neg- Posi· Tcg- Posi· Teg_ posi- I Neg· 
tivo ative ti,>o ative tive aiive tjyc ali",-
,,0 rot8- rota· a O rota- rota- ,,0 rota· I'Ot8- ",0 rotn- rota-tion Lion Lion lion lion lion tion lion 
pb l)b 1)0 l)b pO pb pb 1)/1 
2" 2Q 2Q 20- 21' 2Q 2r 2., 
-- --1-1---- ---- -
12 O. 11 ' I O. 121 13 '0.192 0.145 13 , O. 171 0 12.5 0.094 0 
J:l '. 1U0 '.193 14 '.2.11 .2Jl 11 '.212 0 J:l ' . 112 0 
14 2'16 '.2.l6 16 '.291 '.283 15 '.247 .207 14 '.117 0 
16 2'J4 '.289 18 325 '.319 i~ ' . 272 .217 16 '.2211 0 18 :;~, '.332 20 372 I, ar>o '.327 .296 18 '.21)2 0 
20 :Hi5 '.359 22 400 '.381 20 '.372 '.3:j4 20 '.3:S8 0 
22 :lUU '.3 7 24 437 .405 22 '.405 .370 22 I, aU4 0 
22. S 40r, 
'::n 26 479 0 24 '. 4:S2 0. 385 1 24 ' . 4:14 p 24 .434 28 222 0 26 '.4 1 26 1,485 0 
26 ,465 0 30 168 0 28 '.445 0 28 I, $15 0 
ao 0 0 :15 144 0 30 '.465 0 30 '.557 0 , 40 122 0 32 '.25G 0 32 1.590 0 
45 113 0 34 1,Z:H 0 I 35 '.628 0 50 115 0 36 '.225 0 40 '.401 0 
55 I:ll 0 38 '.225 0 45 '. :167 0 
60 159 0 40 '.223 0 50 ' . 381 0 
65 185 0 45 '.231 0 55 '.394 0 
70 229 0 50 '.245 0 60 ' . 399 0 
75 254 0 55 1,256 0 65 '.40:\ 0 
80 272 0 60 '.265 0 il~ '.403 0 65 '.276 0 '.407 0 70 ' . 296 0 I '.392 0 75 '.307 0 0 '.318 0 
-
--
, t;c l[·starting. 
T AB LE VIII.- RO LLI NG-MOME IT TESTS, B [PLAKE 





























+0.0080 0. 1 3 
-.009 1 .295 
-.0238 .375 
-.0392 .408 
a = 300 
+0. 007 0.432 
-.0050 .533 



























































+. 0083 .285 
+.0007 5 
-.0131 . 990 
- . 0263 1. 079 
,,=55° 
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TABLE IX.- ROLLI G-l\IOMENT TEH'1'H, BIPI,,\ NE 
WING, CLARK Y 
a=OO 




























































































































.0.102 I. 088 
+. 0007 
- .01 W 
a=50° 
0..0212 D. 159 
+. 0.109 .755 
-.0030. .920. 
-.0099 I. 084 
1. 100. 
0..0.212 1. 0.26 





















TABLE X.- ROLLING-l\IOl\lEK'1' '1'E ''1' , BlPL.\ XE 
WI NG, LARK Y 
[Yaw=IQOj 
a=OO 


























0.. 0.219 0..227 
+.Q06.1 .315 
-.0. 166 .43 
-.0265 
0..0.296 0..2 11 




D. 0.267 D. 0.72 
.0.165 . 09 1 
+. 0086 . 1.'>3 
-.0099 .533 



















































D. 0.266 D. OS,; 
+. Dill .215 








+. 0.10.3 . 895 
-. OOSO .970. 
-.0.313 1. 0.7, 
1.112 
D. 0.265 D. 20 I 
.0252 .892 




























TABLE XL ROLLTXG-l\IOME~T TE T f:l, BIPL'\XI~ 
WI XG, CLARK Y 
[Yaw=200j 
cr=OO 1 a=35° 

































- . DJ35 .119 









































D. 0.272 O. 2G7 





0..0.370. D. 179 
.0351 .313 
+.0.116 .905 
-.0.105 1. DID 
1. D7X 





- . 0.360 
...... ·1 .... · ...... 
---------------------
-------- --------.--
.... ... ........... D:~!~ 








0..0.3 17 0..210. 
.0260 .950. 
+0.11 5 I.OS9 
-.0.101 
TABLE X[f. - ROLLI NG-MO 1E T TE'T 

















































+ 0.117 .23 1 
.005 1 .306 





a = 200 
D. 0:)08 D. 136 
.0279.241 
+.D]f;:! .21JI 
- .oo:JI .3!\D 
-.0.·12:1 . .>(;0 
-.07!!1 
-0..00 10. 1 0..01 1 
+. 0065 .278 
-.00% .3il 







































































-D. 0074 D. 0.73 
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'L\ J3LE XIII.-ROLLING- lOMENT TESTS, IO~W- TABLE XI V.- ROLLI NG-MO lENT TEST' 1\1OI\0-
PLANE WING, CLARK Y PLA E WII G, CLARK Y , 
[Yaw=5°j [Yaw=]OOj 
----
a=Oo «=33° 0:=00 0: =50° 





ph ex ph ex pb ex 1>h e, 
ph c, 1>b C, ph C, 
21' 2V 21' 2V 21' 2lr 21' 2V 
0.082 1-0. 0371 0.07 0.0302 0.075 0.0050 0.089 0.0150 0.000 -0.0279 0.103 0. 0-100 0.062 0.0062 0.110 0.0179 .153 -.0665 .138 .05:13 .110 +. 0031 . 222 .0208 • J 10 -. OliO .]]3 .0130 .131 +.0027 , .272 .0237 
.203 -.0875 .185 .0735 .190 -.0026 .360 . 02"28 . 117 -.0625 .176 . 06112 .:m -.0021 .571 .0115 
.31.5 - . 00.56 .496 .0265 .393 -.0130 00') .016:; 
.473 - .0109 .625 . 0375 . 516 -.0211 
«=13° .725 -.(HI .719 .0512 0:=15° .7GO -.0322 
---
0.073 -0.0099 0.055 0.0146 «=50· 0. 163 0. 0271 0.017 0.0321 a =65° 
.137 -.0143 .120 .0318 .235 + . 0117 .29 .0111 
.220 -.0008 .246 .0080 .28.'; -.0010 .382 . 0283 
.269 -.0099 .257 .0085 0.095 +0.0061 0.132 0.0127 .460 -.0521 .4SO .0556 0.093 0.0012 0.117 0.009 
.276 -.0122 .278 .0124 .208 - . 0048 .224 .0172 .528 -.070 .222 +.0011 .371 .0119 
.379 -.0410 .280 . 01SO .315 -.0117 .328 .0201 .410 -.0076 . 6~1 .0202 
.498 -.0796 .310 .0192 .436 - . 0203 .468 .0323 .595 -.0173 .811 . 0272 
.591 -.1137 .332 .0235 .550 -.0286 . 676 .0440 cr. = 220 .761 -.0230 
.379 .0370 .63 -. 03~9 35 .0510 1.000 -.0277 
.392 .0-105 I 0.201 I .466 .0628 0:=650 0.0324 0.220 0.0005 
. 311 +. 0137 .332 .0063 a= 0° 
.455 -.020-1 .436 .0260 
a=2O° 0.125 +0. 0002 0.138 0.0073 
1-
.580 -.0529 .563 .0545 
.231 -.0017 .274 . 00 6 0.146 +O.OOlD 0.148 0.0017 
.319 -.0054 .408 . 0123 .302 -.0002 .272 .0011 
0.128 0.0418 0.17 -0.0191 .453 -.0118 .500 .0147 0=280 .483 -.0021 • If>6 .0012 
.218 . 0279 .255 -.0103 .585 -.0179 .692 .0237 .677 -.003.5 .630 .001:) 
.284 .0128 .349 +.00 6 .693 -.0232 .85.5 -.0036 .86:3 .0021 
. 332 +.0025 . 610 .0717 0.176 0.0176 0.10 0.0232 .992 -.0035 
.441 -.0271 «=80· .222 .01.59 .210 . 0210 
.617 -.0780 .281 .0131 . 373 . 0191 
.410 +.0023 .520 .0350 I 0:=850 
0.139 +0. 0002 0.lG6 0.0012 .628 -.0393 . 690 . 0607 
a=27° .261 -.0002 .291 .0013 .733 -.0692 
.407 - . 0021 .485 . 0016 0.172 -0.000-1 0.233 +0.0002 
.550 - . 0035 . 623 .0021 
.319 -.0005 .453 -.0002 
0.067 0.0086 I 0.097 0.0135 .722 -.0039 65 .0016 0:=35° .555 -.000-1 .680 +.0003 
.246 .0104 .317 .0061 .696 -.0013 79 -.OOD.'> 
.371 +.0006 .432 .0192 a:= 5° .830 -.0011 
.513 -.0229 .660 .0564 0.052 0.0121 O. IOS 0.0220 
.665 -.0561 . 084 .0097 .214 .0281 
0.132 -0.0003 0.159 -0.0002 .160 +. 0032 .43 1 .0346 
.280 -.0006 .328 -.0002 .257 -.0034 . 710 .0182 
I 
.447 -.0011 9 -.0005 .190 -.0055 
.583 -.0015 .7 0 -.0007 .6 15 -.0135 
.790 -.0017 .955 -.0014 .835 -.05 11 
-
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TABLE XV.- ROLLING-MOMENT TE T , MO NO-
PLANE WING, CLARK Y 
[Yaw = 200j 
a=OO 0:=45° 
Positive rotation Ncgati \'e rotation Positive rotation Ncgati\'e rotation 
pb C, 1>b C. ph C, ph 2V 2V 2V 2V C, 
O. I II -0. ().117 0.101 0.0302 0. 107 0.0149 0.15 0.031 
. 160 -.06.;0 . 1U6 .052.i .23" +.0062 .3M .0392 
.2.';5 - . 0900 .210 .0;01 .309 -.0028 . 190 .0130 
.525 -.0106 .000 .0.;51 
05 - . 0089 
a=t5° 
0:=600 
0. 108 0.0420 0. 055 0. 05 14 
.nl + . 0133 .147 .0575 
.287 -.0031 . 358 .0372 0. 122 0. 009 0. 128 0. 01 -
.401 -.0363 . 467 .0493 .212 .0060 .246 .021 
.510 - . 0709 .510 .063 1 . 315 +.001 . 505 . 0205 
. 405 - . 0034 . il . 0321 
.655 -.OIH 
a=2O° .B96 -.031 
------
0.108 0.0615 O. ZlO 0.025-1 1_ - a=7i,o .233 .0332 .3 11 . 0264 
.317 +. 01~ .,>.16 . 0510 
.432 -.01i4 .676 .0827 0. 145 0. 0049 0. 135 0.0077 
.007 -.0684 .751 .1040 .27 + . 0032 .274 .0078 
.4 1B - .0013 .612 .0065 
.522 -.0029 .743 .0086 
a= .808 -.00 
----
0. 167 0.04 7 I 0. 135 0. 0443 0:=85° 
.279 . 0367 . 452 . 0355 
. 434 +.0173 I .617 . 054 1 
.609 -.0291 0. 1 7 0.0013 O. I 3 0.0015 
.747 - . 0681 .317 .0009 .144 .0011 
.585 .0004 .600 . 0009 
.651 . 0009 .740 +.0005 
0:=35° 1. 010 .0022 .905 -.000 
0.087 0.0223 O . .1 33 0.03 2 
.215 .0132 .26 1 . 0440 
.465 . 0168 .53 1 .05 11 
.596 +.0030 . 700 .0600 
. 715 -.0179 
TABLE XVI.- ROLLIN G-MOMENT TE'TS, 1110 0-
PLA:\lE 'VI TG, N. A. C. A. -! 
[Yaw=OOj 
1-a=-Go 0:=22° 
Posith'e rotation I -cgalivc rolatioJl Positi,'c rolation I Negative rotation 
po 
C, 1>0 C, 1>0 C. 
po 
2V 2V 21/ 21' c. 
0. 056 I 
---
0.063 -0.0225 0.0233 0. 157 O. ().W3 0. 112 -0. ().100 
.109 -.0111 . 091 .0:385 . 215 . ().126 . I 2 - .0137 
. 153 -.0590 .120 .049 .245 .03il .219 - . 0:182 
I 
I 
.26:1 .032(; .25.1 - .0:1:1:1 
. :\41 +. 0112 .320 -.014!1 
a = O° .41i - . 0011 .408 1- . (~III 
.453 -.0117 .47 . (m :j 
0.0.17 ] -o.OOIU 
---
0.039 0.0206 
.013 -.0312 . (XW .0:124 a = 2.t° 
.143 -.0596 .088 .0407 
O. I 4 0.0364 0. 210 -0. 0360 
0'=60 .255 .0321 .245 -.031 
.300 .0143 .341 -.0138 
-- .423 +.0020 .42.3 +.0029 




· I II • ()'193 
.128 -.0515 
a = 26° 
--
a = 12° I 0.351 0.0134 0.351 -0.0123 
I 
- .423 +.0009 .423 -.0008 
0.067 1-0. 0204 0.07 1 0.0259 .470 -.0013 . 4i +. 0107 . 127 -.().1 17 · 119 .0392 .555 -.0200 .568 +. 0301 
. 190 -.0545 . 119 .0471 




-- 0.404 I +0.0017 
I 
0.404 1-0. 0010 0.061 -0.01 13 O. 6 0.0155 .462 -.00.32 .449 +'OOIU 
. 11 4 -.010 .194 +. 0120 .554 -.0161 .547 .01 0 
.269 +.0139 .261 -.0134 
--
.37 - . 009 .351 +.0080 
.392 -.0146 .359 + .0108 a=35° 
-
a= I 0 0.1(;.1 -0.0037 O. 164 O. 00~ 2 
.269 - .OO9:j .255 .00H.) 
--
I 
.407 -.0122 . :IIl\ .Ollh 
O. 2O~ 0.0.39 1 I 0.213 -0.0351 .510 -. Oll fi .513 .Ollr. 
.233 .0:127 .233 -.0312 
.31[J +' 0121 . 31!1 - .01 1:1 
.3\12 -.oon · 10, + .OIIJ 
-
a = 200 
Ii 
o. l i2 0.04 17 I O. Iii -0. ()'12.; 
.223 .0"166 · 'l:li -.03;; 1 
.247 . 0325 .263 -.02<.16 
. :1\1 +. 0120 . 3:j5 - .0117 
II I . 11:« -.0093 .407 + .00,3 I 
-
I 
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T .\BLE • '\' 11. ROLLINC-I\IO lENT TESTS, I\ I ONO-
PL.\ :\I I ~ W] XC, N .. \ . . A. , cl 
[Yn\\ = 100 J 
-
0.=22° 
Po ' ItiyC rotation Negnth-e rotnUon Posith'c rotation Negative rotation 
pb (\ pb 
2 \ ' 2 \; 
O.04n -0.0164 0.057 
. 001 -.0222 .085 
· OS5 -.0259 . liS 
.112 -.0435 
a=Oo 
0.054 -0.0203 0.051 
· ORO -.0308 .085 
.1:18 -.0538 .120 
0:=60 
O.OfH -0.0202 0.060 
.00:3 -.0316 .009 
.13 -.0492 .128 
a=12° 
0.009 -0. 008S 0.071 
.09.1 -.016 1 .115 
.142 -.029:\ .144 
.H)O - .0411 
a=16° 
O.OSS +0.0074 O. 1I7 
.1 9 -.0043 .343 
.270 +. 0142 .421 




O. 170 0.0505 0.3:1:' 
.2·\7 .0:145 .462 
.32'J .0 125 . :,27 
· :iih -.001.5 
. 400 -.0100 
. 4V2 -.0319 
0.=200 
O.I:lli 0.0625 O.34!) 
.Isn .0527 .41' 
.23., .0432 . 540 
.27S .0327 
























































C, pb , 2 1' 
0.0676 0.272 - 0.0 109 
.0-148 .351 +. 0002 
. 035 1 . 41 9 .0136 
.0129 . 468 .0249 
+. 0019 .527 .0382 
-.0222 
a=24.° 
0.0567 0.353 I 0.0005 
.0423 ,502 .0262 
.0310 .560 .0411 





O. (}I3 0.327 0.0003 
.0404 .429 .0120 
. 0327 .502 .0244 








+. 0143 .425 .0179 
-.0050 .543 .0294 




O.OIOS O. OS4 I 0.0269 
+. 0027 .147 .0277 
-.0044 .22 1 .0297 




I .540 . O~~7 
, n!).I .04 11 
TABL 1~ XV lJl.- ROLLI TG-MO MENT TESTS, MO:\lO-
PLANE \VING , :\I . A. C. A. 6- 1\1 
[Yaw=OOI 
0.=00 














































<> = 10° 
- 0. 0214 















-.0746 . 4 7 
+0.0152 0.301 
-.0031 .376 
-.01 13 .445 
-.0313 .505 
- . 0601 .583 
-.0685 
-0. 0025 O. 11 5 
+. 01 68 .323 
+. 0013 .405 
-.01 .47 
-.0315 . 554 
































































































- . 0390 .49 
-.0435 .552 
-.0497 .7 10 
.792 
-0.0044 0. 138 
-. 0103 .236 
-.0127 .331 
-.0246 .44 
-.0385 . 532 
-. 04 53 . 695 
.795 
-0.0031 O. 1 I 
-. 0057 .301 
-. 0123 .450 
-.0168 .570 










































26 REPOR'I' NATJOr AL ADVI ORY OM U'lvrEE FOR AEROl AUTICS 
TABLE X I X.-ROLLI N .-1101mXT 1'.1£ '1\, MONO-
PLANE WING, N. A. C. A. 86-11 
[Yaw=5°j 
,-
Positive rotation Xegati,·c rotation Positive rotation 
pb C, pb C, Vb C, 
2V 2V 2V 
I~ 1 0.048 ----- -----0.0233 0.0219 0.225 -0.0055 
.099 -.0442 .074 .03 .367 -.0170 
.128 - . 0561 .110 .0506 .521 -.0196 






































TABLE XX.-ROLLI I G-MOl\IENT TE TS, MONO-
PLAI E '''lNG, . A. C. A. 86-M 
[Yaw=IOOj 
«=00 




























































0.0252 I 0.115 
+. 0149 .225 
-.0034 .~7 
-.0203 .361 





+. 0129 .2.'> 




























































































C, pb 2V 
---
-0.0110 0.104 





















- .001 5 .210 
-.0132 .325 










+0.000 1 0.231 
-.OOli . 365 
-.0027 .450 
-.0036 .583 


































nOLLI G l\IOi\IEN'l'S DUE TO ROLUNG AND YAW FOR FOUR WI G MODET~S IN HO'.l'A'l'IO~ 27 
T.\BLE XXI.-HOLLIXU-ilIOl\lENT TESTS, l\lONO-
PLAXE WIXe, ~ . A. C'. A. ' (-j- J\[ 
[Yaw = 200 j 
0:=00 
Posith"c rotation Kegntin! rotation })osith"c rotation Xegali\"e rotatiolJ 
pb C, pb 
21' 2V 
0.054 -0.01 1 0.001 
.089 -.0297 . 1 (}I 
.1:JI -.(}I52 .145 
· Iii -.0596 . 199 
.205 -.0715 
0: = 10° 
0.071 -O.OISO 0.005 
· l.'U -.02.';1 .101 
.225 -.0380 .151 
.2i1 -.0480 .274 
.313 -.0055 
a=15° 
O.I(}I rO.OIl 0.142 
.211 -.0025 .238 
· :107 -.0217 .3o.1 
· :{f)5 -.0:168 .3hl 
.110 - . (}IUI .461 
•. J l5 -.00 18 
0:=200 
0.197 0.0287 0.222 
· 2.~7 .0122 .314 
.327 +.0031 . 372 
.45b -.03:19 .4H 
.528 -.0572 .56 
0:=25° 
0.116 0.0449 I 0.127 
.2b5 .0367 .214 
.403 +.0173 .372 
· ·t77 - . 0Q.I4 . S03 
.521 -.0217 .619 
.1i01 -.051 . 688 
0:=30° 
0.085 0.0308 0.094 
.481 . 0l1O .222 
.Mi) +.0027 .338 
· fJU9 -.03:l0 . 572 
.7f;7 -.0522 .681 
C, 
0.0278 

























































G', pb 21' 
0. 0155 0.137 
+.0057 .316 
-.0105 .515 
-.0242 . i12 
-.0373 
a = 40° 
0.0130 0.133 
+. 0007 .238 
-.0020 .37 




















































'l'.\BLE XXII.-TE TA TGLE::> OF .\TTACK AND Y.\ \\' 
IN N. A. C. A. '1'A" DARD EQUIVALEKTI:l 
.\ ngle of Angle of .\ngle of .\ngle of I Angleof Angle of ,.\ngle of Angle of 
attack attack yaw yaw attack I1ttock yaw yaw 
(test) (std.) (test) (std.) (lcst) (std.) (lest) (std.) 
0 0 10 10 0 0 0 20 20 0 
15 It 55 10 U 10 15 II 2;- 20 W ].; 
30 29 -15 10 ~ -10 30 ~I l\) ~'O 17 20 
45 44 38 10 i (I ·l .) 43 ·t} 20 11 .'i 
,;0 .';9 40 10 I 50 fj() jV ,; 20 JO 10 
75 74 00 10 2 21 75 7 I -I.; 2(1 J 3.'i 
90 00 0 10 0 0 90 90 0 20 0 0 




Positive directions of axes and angles (forces and moments) arc shown by arrows 
Axis Moment abollt axiR Angle Velocities 
-- Force (para.llel 
Sym- to axis) Sym-Designation bol symbol Designation bol 
--
LongitudinaL . X X rolling __ - -- L 
LateraL_ Y Y pitcbing ____ M 
NormaL ___ --- Z Z yawing ____ X 
Absolute coefficients of moment 
L M 
0 1 = qbS Om= qcS 
Linear 
Positive Designa- Sym- (compo-
direction tion bol nent along Angular 
axis) 
1'-->Z rolL _____ q, u p 
Z~X pitch _____ 0 f) q 
X--->Y yaw _____ 
'" 
w T 
Angle of set of control surface (relative to neu-
tral position), o. (Indicate surface by proper 
subscript.) 
4. PROPELLER SYMBOLS 
D, Diameter. 
p, Geometric pitch. 
p/D, Pitch ratio. 
V', lnilow velocity. 
V., Slipstream velocity. 
T, Thrust, absolute coefficient Or= pn;D4 
Q, Torque, absolute coefficient O(J= ~D5 pn 
. p 
P, Power, absolute coefficient Op= 3nr.· pn II 
I 1'5 
Os, peed po,,'er coefficient = ~ ~:>n t' 
1/, Efficiency. 
n, Revolutions per second, r. p. s. 
iI>, EITective helix: angle = tan· t (2':n) 
5. NUMERICAL RELATIONS 
1 hp = 76.04 kg/m/s = 550 lb./ft./sec. 
1 kg/m/s=0.01315 hp 
1 mi./hr. =0.44704 m/s 
1 m/s = 2.23693 mi./hr. 
1 lb. = 0.4535924277 kg. 
1 kg = 2.2046224 lb. 
I mi. = 1609.35 m = 5280 ft. 
I m=3 .2808333 ft. 

